DO NOT OPEN
UNTIL INSTRUCTED TO DO SO
CHEM 140 – Dr. McCorkle – Exam #2A
While you wait, please complete the following information:
Name:

_______________________________

Student ID: _______________________________

Turn off cellphones and stow them away. No headphones, mp3 players, hats,
sunglasses, food, drinks, restroom breaks, graphing calculators, programmable
calculators, or sharing calculators. Grade corrections for incorrectly marked or
incompletely erased answers will not be made.
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Multiple Choice – Choose the answer that best completes the question. Use an 815-E
Scantron to record your response. [2 points each]
1. Which state of matter has indefinite shape and is compressible?
A) liquid
B) solid
D) plasma
E) none of the above

C) gas

2. Which of the following is a heterogeneous mixture?
A) milk
B) raisin bran cereal
D) air
E) none of the above

C) apple juice

3. All of the following can be considered physical properties EXCEPT:
A) taste
B) color
D) density
E) boiling point

C) flammability

4. Which of the following items is a chemical property?
A) the paint color on a new red Corvette
B) the odor of spearmint gum
C) water boils at 100 ºC and freezes at 0 °C
D) copper pots & pans tarnish, turning green
E) none of the above
5. Which type of energy is associated with motion?
A) chemical
B) nuclear
D) kinetic
E) none of the above

C) potential

6. If a solid piece of shiny sodium metal is exposed to chlorine gas, a large amount of heat is
released and the white solid sodium chloride (table salt) forms. Based on this information,
which of the following statements is TRUE?
A) This process represents a physical change.
B) Mass is lost during this process.
C) Sodium chloride is an element.
D) This process was exothermic.
E) none of the above
7. An atom containing 7 protons, 8 neutrons, and 7 electrons
A) is charge-neutral.
B) is an ion.
D) cannot exist.
E) none of the above

C) is an oxygen atom.
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8. Ions are formed when atoms
A) gain or lose protons.
B) gain or lose electrons.
C) gain or lose neutrons.
D) Each of these results in ion formation.
E) None of these results in ion formation.
9. The mass number of an atom is equal to the number of the
A) protons
B) neutrons
D) protons & neutrons
E) protons & electrons

C) electrons

10. What is the symbol for the ion with 19 protons and 18 electrons?
A) F+
B) F−
C) Ar+
D) K−

E) K+

11. Indicate which isotope has 26 p+, 32 n0, and 26 e−.
A) 32
B) 58
C) 32
26Fe
26Ge
26Fe

D) 58
32Ge

E) 58
26S

12. How many neutrons are in the nucleus of 198Pt?
A) 78
B) 117
C) 120

D) 195

E) 198

13. Isotopes of an element have the same number of _______________ but different numbers of
______________.
A) neutrons, protons
B) electrons, protons
C) protons, electrons
D) neutron, electrons
E) protons, neutrons
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Calculations & Short Answers – Write your initials in the upper-right corner of every page
that contains work. For full credit show all work and write neatly; give answers with
correct significant figures and units. Place a box around your final answer.
14. Rank the following in order of decreasing kinetic energy: liquid, gas, solid. [3 points]
____________________ < ____________________ < ____________________
Least kinetic energy

Most kinetic energy

15. Give the corresponding name for the following element symbols (spelling counts!): [2 points
each]
a. Pu

______________________________

b. Br

______________________________

c. Ge

______________________________

16. Give the corresponding symbol for the following element (use proper capitalization!): [2
points each]
a. Cadmium

__________

b. Radon

__________

c. Silver

__________

17. The average temperature on the planet Venus is 462°C.
a. Convert this temperature to Fahrenheit (no decimals). [2 points]

b. Convert this temperature to Kelvin (no decimals). [2 points]
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19. Name the following elements (spelling counts!): [2 points each]
a. Halogen in period 5 ____________________
b. Metalloid in period 3 ____________________
c. Alkaline earth metal in period 6 ____________________

20. Draw the atomic structure of a nitrogen-15 isotope where is a proton, is a neutron, and
is an electron. Be sure to include the proper number of each subatomic particle and place
them in the correct relative locations. [6 points]
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21. Label the following areas on the periodic table below. [2 points each]
A. ______________________________

B. ______________________________

C. ______________________________

D. ______________________________

E. ______________________________

F. (both rows) _____________________

E

D

A
B

F

C

22. The Butterfinger candy bar was created in 1923 in
Chicago by Otto Schnering. If each deliciously, crispety,
crunchety bar contains 275 Calories, how many joules of
energy will it provide? [3 points]
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23. Europium has two stable isotopes, Eu-151 and Eu-153. If their exact masses are 150.9196
amu and 152.9209 amu, respectively, what is the percent natural abundance of Eu-153 to two
decimal places? (The average atomic mass of europium is 151.96 amu.) [5 points]

Extra Credit: During WWII, Nobel Laureates Werner Heisenberg and Otto Hahn were among
the brilliant scientists working on Germany’s nuclear weapons program. However, in order to
produce plutonium for their atomic bombs they needed access to large amounts of a vital
component they hoped to acquire from the Vemork power station in Telemark, Norway. What
was this component? [2 points]
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Formulas & Constants
(you may or may not need)
1 inch = 2.54 cm (exact)

1 mile = 5280 ft ≈ 1.609 km

1 kg ≈ 2.205 lb

1 lb = 453.6 g; 1 lb = 16 oz

1 gal = 4 qt = 8 pt ≈ 3.785 L

1 L = 1000 cm3

TK = TC + 273.15

TF = 1.8 × TC + 32

TC = (TF – 32)/1.8

1 cal = 4.184 J

1 Cal = 1000 cal
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Scratch Page
(to be handed in)
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